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What are ENMs?
ENMs are engineered nanomaterials that are defined as materials having at least one external dimension 
in the range 1-100 nm.1 One nanometer is one-billionth of a meter, which is like comparing the size of a 
marble to that of earth. ENMs differ from naturally occurring nanomaterials in that ENMs are intentionally 
engineered to have certain shapes and sizes to take advantages of the unique physicochemical, optical, 
electronic, magnetic, antibacterial, self-cleaning and other properties they offer compared to their larger 
bulk forms.2 Because of their unique properties, ENMs are increasingly being incorporated into various 
industries to enable superior performance of consumer products (called nano-enabled products) compared 
to conventional products. Numerous nano-enabled products can be found in the built environment 
such as paints and coatings,3–5 thermoplastics,6 printer toners,7,8 furniture, personal care and cleaning 
products, packaging materials, and so on.9 ENMs can be either inorganic or organic substances, but the 
most prominent ENMs found in a built environment are mostly metal oxides, namely, titania (TiO2), silica 
(SiO2), iron oxide (Fe2O3), zinc oxide (ZnO), and silver (Ag).10 It has been forecasted that the global value 
of nano-enabled products, nano-intermediates and nanomaterials will reach US $4.4 trillion by 2018, with 
a significant fraction invested in the building and construction industry to enhance material properties, 
conserve energy expenditure and introduce greener structural materials.5,11

How are we exposed to ENMs in the built environment?
In a built environment, ENMs are typically embedded in the matrix of a consumer product such as a 
thermoplastic product or a wall paint and are typically not present as free-standing nanomaterials. However, 
as a consumer product goes through its useful lifecycle, there may be certain stresses that the product is 
exposed to such as thermal fluctuations, building fires, wear and tear from normal/intensive use, washing 
and precipitation, ultraviolet (UV) light exposure, and mechanical stresses such as cutting, drilling, grinding, 
friction and so on.12 These stresses over time may cause the matrix of the nano-enabled product to start 
to disintegrate leading to possible release of the embedded nanomaterial, either standalone or as part 
of the matrix fragment. These released particulate matter over the lifecycle of the product, referred to as 
LCPM, may be inhaled by the consumer or building occupant, depending on the PM size. Alternatively, 
ENMs present in food packaging may leach into the food over time and ultimately be ingested by the 
consumer. ENMs present in cosmetic and personal care products may be dermally absorbed by the skin 
upon application. Therefore, with the increasing use of ENMs in various products, human exposures are 
inevitable. However, major knowledge gaps on release dynamics of ENMs from nano-enabled products 
in the built environment and their physicochemical transformations over the lifecycle and potential 
environmental health and safety (EHS) implications are still prohibiting regulators from assessing risks  
from such emerging materials.
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A highly relevant example of exposure to ENMs in an indoor environment is the case study of laser printers 
performed at the Center for Nanotechnology and Nanotoxicology based at the Harvard T.H. Chan School 
of Public Health (www.hsph.harvard.edu/nano).7,8,13–15 Research found that the toner powders used in 
these printers were nano-enabled and the inhalable fine particulate matter emitted from the use of these 
printers contained the nano-sized metals used in the toner composition, resulting in potential inhalation 
exposure for the consumers. More recently, researchers at the HSPH Center for Nanotechnology and 
Nanotoxicology brought up the issue of nano-waste and the EHS implications at the end-of-life scenario 
of nano-enabled products, especially thermoplastics when they end up in incineration facilities.16 Certain 
inorganic ENMs like titania and iron oxide were observed in the released PM from thermal decomposition 
of these thermoplastics, raising concern about potential ENM exposures for incineration facility workers 
and firefighters in buildings.17,18

Are there health effects from exposure to ENMs?
ENMs, because of their extremely small size and large surface-to-volume ratio, tend to be more biologically 
active than their larger counterparts and have been implicated in various adverse biological effects in 
numerous nanotoxicological studies.19 Although no specific human disease resulting from ENM exposure 
has been documented, many in-vitro and in-vivo studies have demonstrated adverse systemic effects 
like cytotoxicity, DNA damage, lung inflammation and fibrosis and carcinogenicity.14,20–26 ENMs have the 
potential to translocate across biological barriers reaching pulmonary connective tissues, lymphatics, or 
even the circulating blood and thus gain access to other critical organs.27,28

Although nanotoxicological research has expanded over the past decade or so, the underlying mechanisms of 
toxicity are not very well-known. In addition, there is much debate surrounding the selection of environmentally 
relevant doses of ENMs in these studies because of a lack of release estimates and exposure data of ENMs 
in various environmental compartments. Most of the toxicological studies so far have focused primarily on 
pristine or raw ENMs and do not consider the potential fate and transformation of the ENM properties over 
the lifecycle of the nano-enabled product, that might affect their toxicological profiles. For example, it has 
been recently shown by the authors that ENMs such as metal oxides (e.g., titania) are not only released into the 
aerosolized PM but can potentially catalyze formation and hence release of complex mixtures of toxic gaseous 
byproducts such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons when a nano-enabled thermoplastic undergoes certain 
lifecycle scenarios such as incineration or thermal decomposition.29 

Are there regulations to prevent exposure to ENMs?
There is no federal or state legislation specific to ENMs in the US, however, they are currently managed 
under the regulatory framework for chemicals by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the 
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). EPA requires premanufacture notifications for new nanomaterials 
and has the authority to collect information on exposure, release and environmental health and safety of 
nanomaterials from companies that produce them in order to assess their risk.30

With regards to the workplace environment where exposures to pristine ENMs are more likely, the US 
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) has published recommended exposure  
limits (RELs) for the following ENMs to protect worker safety and health although not legally enforceable: 
titanium dioxide (TiO2), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and carbon nanofibers (CNFs).31

Under current US law, there are no labelling requirements for ENMs on consumer products – be it food, 
cosmetics or other useful products.
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Therefore, with the increasing use of ENMs in various products, human exposures are 
inevitable. However, major knowledge gaps on release dynamics of ENMs from nano-
enabled products in the built environment and their physicochemical transformations  
over the lifecycle and potential environmental health and safety (EHS) implications are  
still prohibiting regulators from assessing risks from such emerging materials.



What can I do to stay safe?
Persons working with ENMs in workplaces and laboratory settings must use a combination of engineering 
controls, administrative controls, safe work practices and personal protective equipment as established by 
their organization’s environmental health and safety (EHS) office to minimize potential exposures and ensure 
a safe working environment. Consumers should use products only for their intended use, duration and under 
the manufacturer recommended conditions to prevent degradation of the product and hence potential 
exposure to ENMs in the product. For instance, while using laser printers at home or office, consumers 
should minimize their exposure to the released PM by placing the printer in a well-ventilated location, not 
spending excessive time close to the printer and replacing the old with new and more efficient printers.
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